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Schemata have not only „revolutionized“ the way the memory is perceived in cognitive linguistics but also set the foundation for extensive study of the effects certain types of schemata have on the reproductive abilities of people. Researchers like John & Berney (1968) and Invernizzi & Abouzeid (1995) have shown that these „mental structures acquired through many experiences [and] in routine“ (1995) have a fundamental effect on the way an individual interprets and remembers a certain input.

This paper is based on these findings and analyzes in how far subliminal cultural concepts and schemata affect the action of learning and processing input. By investigating the way in which German and Taiwanese individuals remember and handle culturally biased stories, this paper answers the question whether the participant’s Taiwanese and German cognitive cultural schemata result in different reproductive patterns when being exposed to foreign or native cultural input. An experiment based research methodology was implemented: A group of Germans and Taiwanese will each be selected and given a story from their own culture as well as a story from the opposing culture. In this context traditional folk and/or religious stories are considered to be most meaningful. The groups are then asked to remember and retell the story. This action of story retelling thereby resembles the most basic form of learning meaning the filtration of meaningful content as well as the memorization. The then following analysis of the story recalls is done by combining analytic tools introduced by Ivernizzi & Abouzeid (1995), Rumelhart (1977) John and Berney (1968) and Van Hell, Bosman, Wiggers and Stoit (2003) featuring story grammar, the complexity of the story recalls and the prevalence of chain elements on the level of semantics in a spreadsheet style. The aim of this paper is thereby to determine if learning and input processing is easier if the input content is sensitive to existing cognitive structures.

The results show the strong impact of schemata on the way and the complexity of the story recalls. Yet it is striking that the data shows some unexpected results. The analysis originally hypothesized that both German and Taiwanese participants would perform the story from their own culture better than reproducing the one from opposite culture. However, this hypothesis only matches the data from German participants. In other words, the consequences from Taiwanese candidates show
characteristics of both Western and Taiwanese schemata. It is suggested that this is due to the increased westernization of the schema-creating Taiwanese environment while the German participants are primarily shaped by Western schemata only. By further comparing the story recalls certain typical Western and typical Taiwanese schemata could be identified.

Offering a comprehensive insight into the impact of schemata as possible representations of cognitive concepts, this paper may serve as the basis for a broader investigation how learning as the most studied form of processing input is determined by schemata and concept. This may lead to the improvement of schema-conscious teaching of English as it is already introduced by Coady (1979), Carrel (1984), Carrel & Joan (1998) and Zhang (2010).
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